BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549741
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

ABHISHEK RAHUL KUMAR V
16LUL09001

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

INTRODUCTION TO LAW,LEGAL LANGUAGE & LEGAL SYSTEMS

LL1LEG

2

ECONOMICS-II

AE1002

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549053
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

AISHWARYA J
16LUL09002

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549057
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

AJAY R
16LUL09003

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

CONTRACT-I

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

LL1001
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549061
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

AKANKSHA PUSHKAR
16LUL09004

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549063
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

AKSA BASHIR
16LUL09005

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549067
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

AMOGH P GUBBI
16LUL09006

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

ECONOMICS III (INDAIN ECONOMY)

AE1003

7

CONTRACT-I

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

LL1001
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549069
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

BHARATH KUMAR M K
16LUL09007

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

CONTRACT-I

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

LL1001
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549072
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

CHAYANK M N K
16LUL09008

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549073
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

DHANUSH GOWDA B
16LUL09009

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549075
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

DHWANI NAGESH
16LUL09010

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549078
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

DILIPKUMAR S R
16LUL09011

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

ECONOMICS-I MICRO ECONOMICS

LL1MEC

7

POLITICAL SCIENCE-I

LL1PS1

8

ENGLISH

AE1000

9

POLITICAL SCIENCE-III

AP3003

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549080
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

DIVYA G
16LUL09012

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549083
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

FAIZA KHANUM
16LUL09013

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549292
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

GANESH N
16LUL09014

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

CONTRACT-I

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

LL1001
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549085
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

GANESH SAGAR A N
16LUL09015

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549087
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

GIRISH REDDY J S
16LUL09016

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549088
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

GOUTHAM B V
16LUL09017

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

CONTRACT-I

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

LL1001
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549090
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

GUNJAN RATHORE
16LUL09018

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549092
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

HARSHITH BHARDWAJ
16LUL09019

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549094
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

HARSHITHA A V
16LUL09020

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549095
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

HARSHITHA S
16LUL09021

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549291
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

JAMUNA M C
16LUL09022

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549097
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

KAVYASHREE B S
16LUL09024

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549100
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

KAVYASHREE J M
16LUL09025

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

ECONOMICS-I MICRO ECONOMICS

LL1MEC

7

POLITICAL SCIENCE-I

LL1PS1

8

ECONOMICS-II

AE1002

9

POLITICAL SCIENCE-III

AP3003

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549102
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

KEERTHANA M
16LUL09026

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549104
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

KHUTEJA ANJUM
16LUL09027

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

POLITICAL SCIENCE-III

AP3003

7

CONTRACT-I

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

LL1001
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549106
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

NAVEENA L S
16LUL09028

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549293
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

MANIKANTA C
16LUL09029

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549108
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

MEGHANA
16LUL09030

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549110
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

MONISHA D N
16LUL09032

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549294
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

MANOJ J
16LUL09033

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549112
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

NAINA RAJENDRA NERLI
16LUL09034

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

POLITICAL SCIENCE-III

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

AP3003
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549113
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

NARENDRA PRAKASH R
16LUL09035

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549115
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

NAVEEN V
16LUL09036

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

SOCIOLOGY-II

AS1002

7

POLITICAL SCIENCE-III

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

AP3003
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549295
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

NIKHIL M
16LUL09037

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549117
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

NISHI GANDHA
16LUL09038

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549689
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

PALLAVI N
16LUL09039

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549120
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

PAVITHRA K
16LUL09040

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549123
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

PAVITHRA S GOWDA
16LUL09041

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

ECONOMICS-II

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

AE1002
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549297
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

PAVITHRA V
16LUL09042

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549299
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

PINAKINI H V
16LUL09043

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

ECONOMICS-I MICRO ECONOMICS

LL1MEC

7

POLITICAL SCIENCE-I

LL1PS1

8

ENGLISH

AE1000

9

SOCIOLOGY-I

AS1001

10

SOCIOLOGY III

AS1003

11

POLITICAL SCIENCE-III

AP3003

12

CONTRACT-I

LL1001

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549127
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

PRATIBHA S HIREMATH
16LUL09044

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549133
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

PRAVEEN KUMAR Y V
16LUL09045

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

ECONOMICS-I MICRO ECONOMICS

LL1MEC

7

SOCIOLOGY-I

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

AS1001
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549136
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

PREMASHREE A
16LUL09046

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

POLITICAL SCIENCE-I

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

LL1PS1
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549138
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

PRITHVI H N
16LUL09047

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549143
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

PRIYA TANDURE
16LUL09048

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

ECONOMICS-I MICRO ECONOMICS

LL1MEC

7

ECONOMICS-II

AE1002

8

SOCIOLOGY-I

AS1001

9

ECONOMICS III (INDAIN ECONOMY)

AE1003

10

POLITICAL SCIENCE-III

AP3003

11

CONTRACT-I

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

LL1001
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549150
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

PRIYANKA SARMA
16LUL09049

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549151
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

RACHANA MANJULA P N
16LUL09050

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549153
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

RAJATH M
16LUL09051

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549155
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

RAJENDRAN S S
16LUL09052

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

CONTRACT-I

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

LL1001
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549038
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

RAJIV RANJAN DUNDA
16LUL09053

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549157
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

RANJANA SALANKE G
16LUL09054

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549158
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

RITU M ESHWAR
16LUL09056

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549160
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

RITHVIK D
16LUL09057

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549161
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

ROOHANI CHAWLA
16LUL09058

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549163
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

ROOPA Y R
16LUL09059

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549165
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

ROOPASHREE C H
16LUL09060

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549167
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

S HIMA KIRANA
16LUL09061

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

ECONOMICS-I MICRO ECONOMICS

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

LL1MEC
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549172
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SACHIN SHARMA
16LUL09063

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

ECONOMICS III (INDAIN ECONOMY)

AE1003

7

POLITICAL SCIENCE-III

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

AP3003
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549306
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SADHANA B M
16LUL09064

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

6

POLITICAL SCIENCE-I

LL1PS1

7

POLITICAL SCIENCE-III

AP3003

8

CONTRACT-I

LL1001

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549174
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SAHANA S
16LUL09065

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549176
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SAMIKSHA P SHETTY
16LUL09066

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549303
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SANGHAMITHRA K S
16LUL09067

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549178
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SANJANA DEEPAK SHETTY
16LUL09068

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549180
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SANJANA S
16LUL09069

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549307
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SHASHANTH NAIK N
16LUL09071

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549182
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SHILPA G
16LUL09072

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549184
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SHIVAM M RANAWAT
16LUL09073

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549186
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SHREEYA G RANGNEKAR
16LUL09074

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549308
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SONALI C
16LUL09075

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549190
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SOUMYA S PATEL
16LUL09076

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549309
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SUBHASHINI M
16LUL09077

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549196
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SUDARSHAN K S
16LUL09078

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549311
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SUNIL M V
16LUL09079

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549312
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

SUSHMITHA K
16LUL09080

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549200
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

TANISHQ TOOR
16LUL09081

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549203
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

TARUN SHARMA
16LUL09082

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549315
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

TEJASHWINI A
16LUL09083

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549604
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

THEJASWINI MEENIGLAR R
16LUL09084

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

INTRODUCTION TO LAW,LEGAL LANGUAGE & LEGAL SYSTEMS

LL1LEG

2

ECONOMICS-II

AE1002

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549205
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

THRIVENI M
16LUL09085

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549206
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

VADDEPALLY SAI MISIMI
16LUL09086

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549208
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

VANSHIKA JAIN
16LUL09087

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549209
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

VEENA
16LUL09088

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549211
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

VINUTHA H
16LUL09089

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549213
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

VISHRUTHA R
16LUL09090

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549316
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

VISHWAS K M
16LUL09091

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549215
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

VITHASHA RIA
16LUL09092

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549217
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

YASHASWINI S
16LUL09093

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549218
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

YESHASWINI ROUTHU
16LUL09094

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

2

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

3

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

4

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

5

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
4. Not write his / her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
5. Not write the register number on the Map / Graph sheet / All Sheets.
6. Not write wrong register number / overwrite the register number on the answer book.
7. Not add, detach or tear any part of answer book.
8. Not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the valuers in the answer book, as this will be treated as malpractice.
9. Not bring written / printed Chits, Papers, Mobile, Digital diary, Electronic instruments, Wrist Watches, Programmable Calculators
to the examination hall. If found with the candidate in the examination hall, the materials / gadgets will be seized
and the candidate will be booked under Examination Malpractices.

Signature of the Candidate

Principal(Signature with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

HALL TICKET ID : 549839
UG EXAMINATION JUNE / JULY 2018
COURSE
COLLEGE
EXAM CENTER

YASHAS S
16LUL09095

BACHELOR OF LAW (5 YEARS) / L09
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU
UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE / LU

SL.NO PAPER NAME

PAPER CODE

1

ENGLISH

LL1ENG

2

ECONOMICS-II

AE1002

3

SOCIOLOGY-I

AS1001

4

ECONOMICS III (INDAIN ECONOMY)

AE1003

5

SOCIOLOGY III

AS1003

6

CONTRACT-I

LL1001

7

SOCIOLOGY-II

DATE

DAY

INV. SIGN

AS1002
INSTRUCTIONS TO CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT

1. If the candidate fails to bring ID card and the Admission card the candidate may be prevented from attending the examination and evicted from the center.
2. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
3. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination
and he / she can collect the question paper after the completion of examination.
4. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data entered by the candidates/colleges. If any changes such as name correction, subjects,
exam center are required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the Registrar(Eva) after completion of examination in person.

Chief Superintendent
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE
THE CANDIDATES SHALL:

1. Occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15 minutes before the first bell in the examination center
with ID card and admission card.
2. Use only black ball point pen.
3. Write register number and shade in the correct place in the answer book only by referring admission ticket. Do not Write HallTicket ID No.
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